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Udo Snack 

"Hamburger is a German Word"

If you want a traditional German hamburger, then it has to be from Udo's.

The cheeseburgers are extra-large and unbeatable at affordable prices.

Udo-Snack has been in existence for ages, defying all the fast-food chains,

thanks to its many regular customers and undying service.

 +49 711 226 9894  Calwerstrasse 23, Stuttgart
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The Burger Republic 

"Burger Delights"

Burger Republic is a mecca for burger lovers in the city. The brainchild of

Evgeny and Julian, the restaurant prides itself in preparing everything

fresh daily, right from the buns and patties to the sauces and

accompaniments. The buns baked every morning from a nearby bakery

come in sesame, gluten-free and multi-grain variants. Dig into their

delightful creations like Republix, American BBQ, Swiss Cheese and Tokio

Teriyaki. You can choose a variety of sauces and dips to add even more

flavor to their delightful creations. Even their sides like tender ribs and

sweet potato chips are noteworthy accompaniments.

 +49 711 5049 1391  www.theburgerrepublic.d

e/

 info@theburgerrepublic.de  Marienstraße 22, Stuttgart
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STUGGI Burger 

"Hearty Burgers"

If you are looking for a place to have some hearty burgers, STUGGI Burger

is the place to go to. This restaurant specializes in pocket-friendly burgers

which consist of big portions. The interior is quite trendy for a simple

burger restaurant and has dark leather furniture, bold pink walls and

minimal decor. For a quick meal of burgers, fries and a cold drink with a

groups of friends, or just some quick take-out, this restaurant is the

perfect place to visit.

 +49 711 5046 8549  Bebelstraße 25, Stuttgart
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Daily Burger 

"Burgers Galore"

Daily Burger is a neighborhood burger restaurant which offers an array of

pocket-friendly burgers. Here, you can build your own burgers with your

choice of vegetables, buns, patty and toppings. The fresh and high-quality

meat of the burgers also sets this restaurant apart from the rest. The

dining spaces on the outdoor patio and the indoor area are no-frills with

minimal decor so that the focus of the place remains the burgers. All in all,

this is a great place to grab a quick bite, especially if you are on a budget.

 +49 711 1285 9620  www.dailyburger.de/nonc  stuttgart@dailburger.de  Robert-Koch-Straße 2,
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